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LETTER FROM THE DEPARTMENT HEAD
Dear Students, Alumni, and Friends,
Welcome to this edition of THE BRIDGE, our CEE Departmental
newsletter, coming to you at the end of a tumultuous 2019-2020
academic and fiscal year. The newsletter highlights some of the
people and accomplishments that make the UMass Amherst
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering such an
exciting and wonderful place to work and learn.
As noted in the previous summer edition of THE BRIDGE, as
of September 1, 2019, Dr. Richard N. Palmer stepped down as our
CEE Department Head, after 11+ years of excellent service. I join all CEE faculty, staff, and
students in thanking Rick for his highly successful leadership of the Department – congratulations
on a job well done! Rick continues as “only” a Professor, extensively engaged in student
mentoring, teaching and research, including his role as University Director of the U.S. Department
of Interior funded Northeast Climate Adaptation Science Center (NE CASC).
My first year as CEE Department Head has been, well, amazing! I am so honored to work with
such a dedicated group of faculty, staff, and students. I want to especially thank everyone for their
flexibility and efforts to rapidly pivot to “remote mode” in a matter of days in mid-March 2020 due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Everyone made maximum use of current technology to continue to
support the research, teaching and service missions of the University in order to drastically
decrease the person to person transmission of the SARS-Cov-2 virus, the pathogen responsible for
the COVID-19 disease. I want to express my empathy and sympathy to all who experienced illness
or loss of loved ones due to the pandemic.
I introduce you to Judy Pierce, CEE Administrative Officer in charge of finance and human
resources. Judy joined CEE in November 2019, advancing from her Departmental Administrator
role in the School of Education. She replaced Kelley Ives who became Director of Human
Resources for the College of Engineering, working with our new Dean, Professor Sanjay Raman.
Sanjay, Kelley, Judy and I have all had quite the “learning curve” year in our new roles!
Alumni can rest assured that Jodi Ozdarski continues to provide answers to every question that
students can think of, while Administrative Assistant Amy Feliciano effectively (and cheerfully!)
supports all CEE activities. CEE continues to have the highest annual sponsored research
expenditures in the College, requiring the amazing skills of Donna Asher and Doreen Fifield to
prepare budgets, submit proposals and manage grants. Technical staff Sherrie Webb-Yagodzinski
and Mark Gauthier provide key support for our research and teaching laboratories. Many other
staff are supported on funded research and outreach activities, including the extensive work of the
UMass Transportation Center, directed by Professor Michael Knodler, which received a
substantial three-year funding commitment from MassDOT in October 2019.
I am really excited to be working with our great young faculty, a legacy to Rick Palmer’s success
in hiring. We now have 1 Lecturer and 8 Assistant Professors, including Dr. Christian Guzman and
Dr. Jimi Oke who joined us in September 2019. I am very pleased that we will have even more
new faculty as Jessica Boakye (Lecturer, September 2020), Marianna Lopes (Assistant Professor,
January 2021), and Zachary Westgate (Associate Professor, September 2021) join CEE. We will
sorely miss the contributions of Professor Emeritus and former Department Head Alan Lutenegger
who retired in December 2019 after 30 years of service to CEE.
Civil and Environmental Engineers have a special obligation to humanity to plan and design the
structural, transportation, and utility systems that society relies on. These systems must be safe and
technically excellent, and they also should solve problems of inequity and injustice, including
those related to race and the environment. I look forward to our contributions to educate engineers
who will help create community infrastructure that enhances humanity and celebrates our
differences.
Sincerely,
Dr. John E. Tobiason
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Richard N. Palmer, P.E., Completes More Than a Decade of Outstanding
Service as CEE Department Head
In September of 2019 Dr. Richard N. Palmer, P.E.,
stepped down as head of the Civil and Environmental
Engineering (CEE) Department at UMass Amherst
after 11 successful and productive years. He will
continue as a faculty member in CEE and is also the
university director of the Northeast Climate Adaptation Science Center (NE CASC), which he helped to
establish in 2012 with a $7.5 million grant from the
U.S. Department of the Interior to study how climate
change affects ecosystems, wildlife, water, and other
natural resources. Palmer was inducted by the
American Society of Civil Engineering as a Distinguished Member in 2017 and was awarded the
Chancellor’s Medal in 2014 by UMass Amherst.

Palmer also chaired the CEE department during
a period of expansion of its sponsored research,
growing from around $5 million per year to nearly
$13.5 million annually, and the growth of its faculty during the hiring of 17 tenure-track positions.
Four faculty during this time were awarded NSF
CAREER Awards while at UMass. This hiring
also significantly increased the number of women
and minority faculty in the department.
At UMass Palmer also established the Academy
of Distinguished Alumni for CEE, recognizing
outstanding graduates who have made significant
contributions to their professions and to the community. During Palmer’s time as department head
the number of Ph.D. students tripled. Currently the
ratio of Ph.D. to Masters students is approximately one to one in the department with 60 of each.

Palmer in earlier career days.

The NE CASC is one of eight regional climate
centers created by the Interior Department to
study the effects of climate change.
According to Distinguished Professor of Geosciences Ray Bradley, NE CASC principal investigator and director of the Climate Systems Research Center: “Rick Palmer has been an outstanding director of the NE CASC since it was established at UMass in 2012, creating a nationally recognized center of excellence for understanding
how climate change will affect the region's natural and cultural resources. The success of the center is the result of Rick's great leadership and vision.”
During his time at UMass, Palmer has led the
establishment and successful “re-competition” of
the NE CASC in 2019. This center had “base
funding” from 2012 to 2019 of more than $10.5
million and focused its research on engaging natural resource managers and other stakeholders in
evaluating the impacts that climate change has in
the Northeast. The center has recently been extended for another five years through 2024.

Palmer (front right center) with NE CASC group.

Palmer (bottom right) with some 2019 CEE graduates.

The tributes from Palmer’s colleagues are
many and exemplary.
“Working with Rick as the university director
of the NE CASC over the past eight years has
been one of the highlights of my 35 years as a
faculty at UMass Amherst,” says Professor Curt
Griffin, the director of the School of Earth &
Sustainability and head of the Department of
Environmental Conservation. “The incredible
success of the NE CASC is due in no small part
to Rick. He set a very high bar for other climate
centers to emulate.”
Another colleague, former NE CASC Federal
Director Mary Ratnaswamy, says that “It was
Dr. Palmer's scientific leadership and vision that
brought the center to the University of Massachusetts Amherst from its earliest vision and creation
of a tremendous consortium of scientists. His depth
of experience with the challenges of adaptive science focused on meeting partner needs was essential to the tremendous success of the NE CASC
as documented in its first five-year review.”
Palmer’s primary research area is in evaluating
the impacts of climate change on water resources.
As he says, “This includes drought planning, real-

time water resource management, and the application of decision support to civil engineering
management problems. In all cases, I attempt to
apply structured planning approaches. I helped
develop the field of ‘shared vision modeling’ in
water resources planning and pioneered the use
of ‘virtual drought exercises.’”
Palmer will be succeeded as head of the CEE
Department by Dr. John E. Tobiason, P.E., a faculty member in the department since 1987 and a
longtime faculty advisor for the UMass Amherst
chapter of Engineers Without Borders. “Since he
arrived in 2008, Rick Palmer has been very effecttive as CEE Department Head,” says Tobiason.
“He has been an excellent communicator and has
worked tirelessly to promote and recognize the
excellence of faculty, staff, and students in CEE.”
CEE Professor Michael Knodler, director of
MassSafe, perhaps best sums up Palmer’s time at
the helm: “The CEE department, and the University of Massachusetts in general, have been quite
fortunate to have had a department head at the caliber of Rick Palmer. His unique ability to advocate for the department and its faculty, while providing a cordial and supportive environment, has
led to unparalleled successes over the course of
his tenure in this role.”

Palmer and 4th graders doing science projects 20 yrs. ago.
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Ching Shung (Johnny) Chang, Professor, Geotechnical
properties of soil, such as shear strength,
loading capacity, compressibility, etc.,
which govern the instability of geoengineering systems. Specifically, the
scientific issue is how these macro-scale
properties of soil are influenced by the
micro-scale properties, such as particle
morphology and particle-size distribution.”
Chang explains that it is very important to
address this issue because many geohazards are caused by the change of
particle morphology.

During his long and productive career as
a faculty member in the Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE) Department,
Dr. C.S. Chang has published more than 110
papers in refereed scientific journals, edited seven books, published 20 articles in
books, published over 100 papers in conference proceedings, and written seven
technical reports. On the authoritative
ResearchGate website, Professor Chang
has a remarkable 167 research items, 8,376
reads, and 3,828 citations.

“For example,” says Chang, “the change of
particle-size distribution of an earth slope
due to a weathering process can reduce the
soil strength significantly and cause
landslides, which have been found in many
areas of the world. For another example, the
change of particle-size distribution of a
levee due to erosion can cause failure and
have disastrous consequences, such as the
catastrophes in New Orleans in 2006.”

A large-scale landslide in Guei Zhou, China.

In the exploration tunnel at Huangto landslide,
Hubei, China.

Chang’s research in geotechnical engineeering is so critical that it inspired a symposium on micro-mechanics for granular
materials and geomaterials, organized by
the Granular Materials Committee of the
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) Engineering Mechanics Institute, to
honor Chang’s “pioneering contributions”
during a conference of the Emergency
Management Institute of the United States
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In addition, Chang worked as a faculty
fellow in the Transportation System Center
at the Department of Transportation in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and a research
engineer in the Department of Civil
Engineering at the University of California
at Berkeley.
During his time at UMass, Chang has been a
member or chair of 13 ASCE or American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
committees, served as an associate editor of
the Editorial Board for the Journal of
Engineering Mechanics, and an advisory
member of the Editorial Board for Acta
Mechanica Solida Sinica.
Chang earned his Ph.D. from the University
of California at Berkeley in 1976, his
P.E.M.E. at the University of South Carolina
in 1973, and his B.S.C.E. from Chen Kung
University in 1969.

Chang teaches and researches in the area
of Geotechnical Engineering and studies
finite element analysis and computer
application in soil related problems, soil
dynamics, earthquake engineering, and soil
constitutive relationships.

As Chang says, “My research interests
are broadly in the area of exploring the
scientific foundations of the macro-scale

Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Chang arrived at the CEE department in
1979 after having served as an assistant
professor in the Department of Civil
Engineering at the State University of New
York at Buffalo from 1977 to 1979. He is
also a licensed engineer in the states of New
York and Massachusetts.

Chang adds that “My focus is to develop
mathematical and computational tools that
allow for the prediction and analysis of geohazards, e.g. rock avalanche, landslides,
liquefaction due to earthquake, and large
deformation of dams due to grain crushing.
Overall, the goal is to develop transformative solutions for geotechnical engineering problems.”
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Song Gao, Associate Professor, Transportation
Professor Dr. Song Gao has been an
exceptional member of the faculty in the
Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE)
Department since 2007. In that time, Gao
has made more than 77 conference presentations, placed 27 papers in peer-reviewed
scientific journals, contributed two chapters
to refereed books, and published 41 papers
in refereed proceedings. She has also received 23 externally funded grants totaling
more than $6.8 million.
A few of the agencies that have provided
significant funding for Gao’s research include the U.S. Department of Transportation, the U.S. Department of Energy, The
Federal Highway Administration, the U.S.
Department of Education, and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation.

Using taxi GPS traces in the city of Stockholm,
Sweden to specify and estimate a routing policy
choice model.

sultants, government employees, university
professors, and graduate students.
In the CEE department, Gao’s research
involves experimental studies and econometric models of choice behavior in
transportation networks, optimization
algorithms in stochastic networks, and
network equilibrium models in uncertain
systems with real-time information. Her
research findings can be applied to
intelligent transportation systems, sustainable transportation systems, and
transportation planning for normal and
emergency conditions.
One of the many highlights of Gao’s
career came in 2010, when she was part of a
research team that developed a web-based
teaching game that won a $150,000 prize at
the Digital Media and Learning Competition,
supported by the MacArthur Foundation.
She collaborated with two Northeastern
University faculty members to create Nox
No More, an online game that personalizes
environmental education by linking learning
to a player's personal life. The game uses
GPS data to teach students about the Environmental impact of their families’ transportation choices and was one of 10 projects

Spatio-Temporal Behavior; a member of the
TRB Committee on Traveler Behavior and
Values; a member of the TRB Committee on
Transportation Network Modeling; and the
chair of the Urban Transportation Planning
and Modeling Special Interest Group in the
Transportation Science and Logistics Society
of the Institute for Operations Research and
Management Science. Song is also an associate editor of Transportation Science and on
the Editorial Board of Transportation Part B

Before coming to UMass, Gao was a
transportation engineer for the Caliper Corporation in Newton, Massachusetts, from
2004 until 2007. At Caliper she enhanced
and implemented a practical dynamic trafﬁc
assignment model that runs efﬁciently on
large-scale regional planning networks in
TransCAD, a GIS-based transportation
planning software. She also developed
dynamic shortest path ﬁnding functions in
TransCAD. In addition, she taught travel
demand forecasting training courses to conFrom left: UMass Amherst Professors Eric Gonzales and Song Gao talk with Secretary of Transportation
Stephanie Pollack and members of the Commission on the Future of Transportation at the Commission’s
listening session at UMass Lowell.

Studying the feasibility and advisability of assessing
surcharges, levies, or other assessments to offset the
projected gas tax revenue loss from the purchase or
operation of ZEVs.

chosen for awards out of more than 800 international submissions to the competition.

and the Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems.

Among Gao’s professional affiliations,
she has served, or currently serves, as: the
chair of the Transportation Research Board
(TRB) of the National Academy of Sciences
Joint Subcommittee on Route Choice and

Gao earned her Ph.D. (2005) and M.S.
(2002) in Transportation from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
her B.E. in Civil Engineering in 1999 from
Tsinghua University in Beijing, China.
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CEE CAREER FAIR

CEE BIANNUAL CAREER FAIR
FALL 2019 FAIR:

SPRING 2020 FAIR:

Advance Testing Company
Anchor QEA
Arcadis
ARCO National Construction – NE
ATANE Engineers
Beals and Thomas
BETA Group
Bohler Engineering
Bond Brothers
Boston Water and Sewer Commission
CDM Smith
Charter Contracting Co.
Civil & Environmental Consultants
Commodore Builders
Consigli Construction
Creighton Manning Engineering
DCAMM
Fuss & O’Neill
GEI Consultants
GeoDesign
Gill Engineering Associates
Green International Affiliates
Grunley Construction
GZA GeoEnvironmental
Haley & Aldrich
Hayward Baker/A Keller Co.
Howard Stein Hudson
Kimley-Horn
Kleinfelder
Loureiro Engineering
MassDOT
McMillen Jacobs Associates
McNamara Salvia Structural Engineers
Milone & MacBroom
Mott MacDonald
Pare Corporation
Roux
Sanborn Head & Associates
Schnabel Engineering
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Stonefield Engineering & Design
Structure Tone
STV
Tata & Howard
The Engineering Corp
The Middlesex Corporation
Tighe & Bond
TranSystems
Turner Construction
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, NE District
VHB
Walsh Brothers
Weston & Sampson
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Assoc.
Woodard & Curran
Wright-Pierce

AECOM
Baltazar Contractors
Barr & Barr
BETA Group
BOND Brothers
Boston Water & Sewer Commission
CDM Smith
Civil & Environmental Consultants
Commodore Builders
Creighton Manning Engineering
Criterium Dudka Engineers
Dimeo Construction
EBI Consulting
Garg Consulting Services
GEI Consultants
GZA GeoEnvironmental
Haley & Aldrich
Hazen and Sawyer
HNTB
John Turner Consulting
Keller
Kimley-Horn
Langan Engineering and Environmental Services
MassDOT
McMahon Associates
Middlesex Corporation
Milone & MacBroom
MSK Engineering & Design
O’Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates
Pare Corporation
POWER Engineers
Samiotes Consultants
Sanborn, Head & Associates
Tata & Howard
The Engineering Corp
Thornton Tomasetti
Tighe & Bond
Toole Design Group
Town of Agawam
TREVIICOS
Vanasse & Associates
VHB
Walsh Brothers
Weston & Sampson
Whiting-Turner Contracting Company
Wright-Pierce

The CEE Career Fair is a biannual event in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department. Our first fair was organized in Spring
2003. A Fall fair was added in 2006 due to the popularity of our Spring fairs. Many companies participate in both the Spring and the Fall
fair so they have access to all of our students to discuss summer positions, co-ops, permanent positions and can make competitive offers or
schedule interviews with them. Over the years, the CEE Career Fair has turned out to be an event where a majority of the participating
companies have alumni from our program representing them. We give a special thanks to our coordinator, Jodi Ozdarski, who over the
years has grown the fair from its initial 12 participating companies to now include as many as 56.
5
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ALUMNI NEWS

Alumna, Christine Roy, Has Made a Triumph of Everything She Does
Alumna Christine Roy is, by any measure,
a success story. She is currently a structural
engineer, P.E., for Simpson, Gumpertz &
Heger (SGH) in Waltham, Massachusetts,
and she is married to Nathan C. Roy, P.E.,
a Principal at LeMessurier Consultants in
Boston who also teaches at the Boston
Architectural College. The two met at UMass
Amherst when they were both in the undergraduate program of the Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE) Department.

Since 2011, Roy has been absorbed in the
analysis and design of a new spent fuel handling nuclear facility. That work includes
soil-structure interaction analysis of buried
pool structures, structural analysis and
design of reinforced concrete pool structures,
hydrodynamic and seismic effects, fluidstructure interaction and sliding analysis of
submerged spent nuclear fuel racks, and
many other duties.
Before that, from 2006 to 2010, Roy was
involved in the Integrated Waste Treatment
Unit (IWTU) at Idaho National Laboratory.
The Idaho Cleanup Project involved installation of an IWTU that implemented a prototype technology. The IWTU processes
radioactive acidic sodium-bearing waste
and converts it into a solid carbonate product.

Concrete canoe team while at UMass, Amherst.

Christine Roy has many years of experience in structural analysis and design,
including linear and non-linear analysis,
seismic soil-structure interaction analysis,
seismic fluid-structure interaction analysis,
and design of reinforced concrete and steel
buildings and structures.

Roy also leads a rich life beyond engineering. “Outside of work, my husband and
I enjoy traveling with our two children,
who are five and eight years old,” she says.
“We’ve hiked through many of the National Parks around the U.S. and Canada and
are big Walt Disney World fans. On the
weekends, I teach my daughter’s children’s
ministry class, and my husband coaches our
son’s soccer team.”

Most of her work has supported nuclear
facilities under license renewal, seismic or
structural upgrade designs, and design of
new structures. While at SGH, she has also
worked on a multitude of different projects,
including structural failure investigations,
buried pipelines, precision structures, wind
turbines, equipment, and antennas.

Christine Roy
Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger
alleviation of poverty, which included the
donation of canned goods to the Greater
Boston Food Bank.
Meanwhile Roy is the secretary of the
American Nuclear Society Northeast
Section, a member of U.S. Women in
Nuclear, and also the former SGH scholarship coordinator for the Boston Society of
Civil Engineers.
Roy’s productive and varied life, which all
began at UMass Amherst when she developed
her many engineering skills and met Nathan,
is a worthy demonstration of the transformational effect of a fine engineering education.

Roy and family.

Construction of the Processing and Packaging Cell
Structure of the Integrated Waste Treatment Unit at
Idaho National Laboratory

In the process, Christine Roy manages to
squeeze in a busy volunteer life as the Kids
Ministry Teacher and Harbor Classroom
Leader of the GENESIS Community
Church in Woburn, where she also
participates in a Women's Ministry Group.
In addition, she was a leader and member
of the SGH CANstruction Team for the

Roy with the SGH CANstruction team.
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ALUMNI NEWS

2019 ACADEMY OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

*=Year of graduation from UMass Amherst

Awards
These awards recognize the outstanding contribution of the inductees to the engineering profession, as judged
by the Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE) Advisory Council and reviewed by current CEE Faculty.
Please visit our website to learn about past academies.
Robert L. Moylan Jr.
BSCE 1970*

Joseph Gill
BSCE 1983*

Left to right: Ronald J. Bartos, Robert A. Weimar, Craig N. Musselman,
Francis A. DiGiano, David A. Bohn, Joseph Gill and Robert L. Moylan Jr.

Our Mission
We value those committed to research, teaching, and practice in the field of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, we honor those who practice exemplary ethical behavior in all aspects of our profession and
we recognize unique collaborations and support cooperative relationships among organizations committed
to the advancement of scholarship and teaching of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

Ronald J. Bartos
BSCE 1980*

Robert A. Weimar
BSCE 1972*

Craig N. Musselman
BSCE 1973,* MSCE 1974*

David A. Bohn
BSCE 1978,* MSCE 1979*

Francis A. DiGiano
BSCE 1964*

ALUMNI RECOGNITION AY 19-20

Daniel Adams
BSCE 1986,* M.S. 1988*

Lizetta Fennessy
BSCE 1992,* MSCE 1994*

Christina Jones
BSCE 2007,* MS ENV 2009*

Paul Westerhoff
BSCE 1989, MSCE 1991,* Ph.D. 1995

2020 Golden
Beaver Engineering
Award

COE 2020 Distinguished
Alumni Award

COE 2020 Outstanding
Young Alumni Award

NWRI 2019 Clarke
Prize Laureate
AWWA 2020
A.P. Black Research Award
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DEPARTMENTAL NEWS

New Research Faculty
The Civil and Environmental Engineering
(CEE) Department welcomes Dr. Baptiste
François as a research assistant professor
after serving here as a postdoctoral researcher
since 2016. As he explains, “My research
interests focus on the interactions between
climate, water, energy, and society.”
François has a wealth of experience
working as a postdoctorate at the University
of Padua in Italy (twice), an invited scientist
at the SINTEF Energies Water Resources
Group in Trondheim, Norway, a postdoctorate at the University of Grenoble-Alpes
in France, and a consultant member of
CloudWater LLC in Amherst. He earned his
Ph.D. at the University of Grenoble-Alpes,
his M.S. at the University of Joseph-Fourier
in Grenoble, and his B.S. at the University
of Toulon in France.

François (back row, second from right) with Hydrosystems Research Group.

As François says about his extensive
research experience, “I have developed

expertise in multiple disciplines, including
hydrology, climate science, and planning and
management of water and energy infrastructure, including hydropower and other renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and
biomass. My work builds on state-of-the-art
methods for advancing under-standing of the
drivers of vulnerability and resilience of water
and energy sectors. These drivers include: the
effects of climate change; the effects of
hydro-meteorological extremes; and the
effects of renewable energy integration in
the electricity systems.”
Since 2018, François has served as an
associate editor for the Journal of Hydrology. He also reviews articles for
Advances in Meteorology, African Journal
of Environmental Science and technology,
Applied Energy, Atmosphere, Energy,
Energies, Energy Procedia, Environmental
Modeling & Software, Hydroécologie
Appliquée, International Journal of Electrical Power and Energy Systems, Journal
of Hydrology, Renewable Energy, Sustainability, Water Resources Management, and
Water Resources Research.
In 2016, François received a European Geosciences Union Early Career Scientist’s Travel
Award related to the presentation of “The influence of the North-Atlantic Oscillation on variable renewable energy penetration rate in
Europe” during a session on Energy Meteorology. And, beginning in May of 2020, he will
serve as the co-principal investigator on research

Dr. Baptiste François
Research Assistant Professor
dealing with high-resolution mapping of renewable energy sources on a three-year, $200,000
grant from the Eversource Energy Center.

François taking in the view at Yosemite.

Wittbold Shares Time, Experience and the UMass Mobile Water Innovation
Laboratory at NEWWA’s 20th Annual Laboratory Symposium
Research Fellow Patrick Wittbold of the
Civil and Environmental Engineering Department presented at the recent offering of the
20th annual laboratory symposium, "Current
Issues Impacting Drinking Water Laboratories"
class held on Oct. 9, 2019 in Holliston, MA.
On behalf of the New England Water Works
Association (NEWWA), their Laboratory
Operations Committee and himself, Instructor
and Education Coordinator Paul Riendeau
expressed his sincere appreciation, stating that
“due to the sharing of [Wittbold’s] time

Wittbold leading a tour of the UMass Mobile Water
Innovation Laboratory.

and experiences, the very well-attended class
was able to learn many new ideas and methods to utilize in their own public drinking
water system.” Research Fellow Patrick
Wittbold and graduate student Nicolas
Duenas brought the UMass Mobile Water
Innovation Laboratory for a demonstration
tour at the symposium. “As indicated from
the class evaluations, the class was very
well received and enjoyed by those that
attended,” noted Riendeau, “and it is truly
[Wittbold’s] efforts that make NEWWA
such a great training organization.”
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DEPARTMENTAL NEWS

New Faculty
relevant tools for researchers, planners, and
policy-makers alike, in order to improve our
urban and global spaces, one solution at a
time, and to get this done with the least
amount of overhead possible. Effective
research must therefore be shareable,
reproducible, and relevant.”

Dr. Jimi B. Oke
Assistant Professor
Dr. Olufolajimi (Jimi) B. Oke comes to the
Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE)
Department from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, where he served as and was
a post-doctoral associate since September of
2016 and is the project manager for the
Future Urban Mobility study in the MIT
Energy Initiative. Besides being an accomplished academic and researcher, Oke, who
hails from Ibadan, Nigeria, is also a gifted
classical and jazz guitarist after having
completed majors in physics and music at
Williams College.
As Oke describes his research, “I am a
systems re-searcher primarily investigating
complex interactions at the transportationenergy nexus. My vision is for tightlyintegrated societies where information,
technology, and operations are effectively
harnessed for sustainability, accessibility,
and resilience.” Oke adds that “I aim to
achieve this by developing transferable and

Currently Oke’s efforts are centered on
investigating the impacts of future vehicle
technologies and urban policies under the
Mobility of the Future Study at the MIT Energy
Initiative. “Our world is urbanizing at a rapid
rate, and our environmental concerns remain
challenging to address,” Oke explains. “How
should cities plan for the future? How will
passengers be affected? Can we really solve
the congestion issues that still plague cities at
every level of development? These are some
of the questions my work strives to answer.”

Research on Global Urban Typologies.

Oke’s most recent appointment was at the
Intelligent Transportation Systems Lab at

While at Williams as an undergrad, Oke
was presented with the Howard P. Stabler

the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at MIT. At MIT he also earned
a postdoctoral teaching fellowship and the
Kaufman Teaching Certificate, which he
received this Spring.

CEE warmly welcomes Judy
Pierce to our team.

Judy Pierce
Administrative Officer
The Bridge | Spring 2020 |

Before entering Johns Hopkins, Oke was a
math and communications skills teacher at
The Pennington School from 2010 until 2012,
and he also assisted in coaching track and
cross-country, drawing from his own background as an avid runner.

Oke presenting about mobility on-demand strategies at TRB 2020

New Staff
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eering Graduate Service Award, a Teachingas-Research Fellowship, an Educational
Training Core Traineeship, and a Whiting
School of Engineering Research Fellowship.

cee.umass.edu

In 2016, Oke obtained his
Ph.D. in Civil Engineering
from The Johns Hopkins
University, at the Mathematical Optimization for Decisions Lab. There he worked
on problems in schematic
mapping, global bicycling,
and multimodal energy network modeling. At Johns
Hopkins, he received a Gordon
Croft Fellowship, a Civil Engin-

Prize in Physics, the William W. Kleinhandler
Prize for Excellence in Music, Sigma Xi
Honors, and a Williams College Summer
Science Research Fellowship.
In 2010, the Williams College Department
of Music hosted Oke’s Senior Recital in
Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall on the Williams
College campus, where he played music by
Antonio Laura, Heitor Villa-Lobos, Johann
Sebastian Bach, Francisco Tárrega, and
Fernando Sor. At Williams he also studied
jazz bass with John Menegon and played in
a combo for five semesters.
UMass and the CEE department are fortunate
indeed to have such a Renaissance man join our
faculty and offer such a multiplicity of rare talents.

TSUAN HUA FENG DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

TSUAN HUA FENG DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

DR. PAUL BATES, Ph.D., CBE
Professor of Hydrology
University of Bristol, UK

MODELLING RIVER FLOOD RISK FOR THE WHOLE CONTINENTAL U.S.
This year’s lecture was held on October 28th, 2019, featuring Dr. Paul Bates, Ph.D., CBE. Paul is a Professor of Hydrology at the University of Bristol, UK. True hydrodynamic modelling at continental scales represents a revolution in hydraulic science and has the potential to
transform decision-making and risk management in a wide variety of fields. Such modelling draws on a rich heritage of algorithm and data
set development in hydraulic modelling over the last 20 years and is now beginning to yield new insights into current and future flood risk.
This seminar reviews this progress and outlines recent efforts to develop a 30m resolution true hydrodynamic model of the entire continental US. The model is built using an automated framework which uses US National Elevation Dataset, the HydroSHEDS river network,
regionalized frequency analysis to determine extreme flow and rainfall boundary conditions and the USACE National Levee Dataset to
characterize flood defenses. Comparison against FEMA and USGS flood maps shows the continental model to have skill approaching that
of bespoke models built with local data. The seminar describes the development and testing of the model, and its use to estimate current
and future flood risk in the US using high resolution population maps and development projections.

Tsuan Hua Feng, Ph.D.
Feb. 17, 1918 - Sept. 4, 1986
The Tsuan Hua Feng Distinguished Lecture Series
was established to honor the memory of “Tom” Feng,
who served on the faculty at the University of Massachusetts for 31 years. Professor Feng joined the fac-

ulty in 1951 after receiving his B.S. in Civil Engineering in 1940 M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of Wisconsin in 1946 and 1950. Dr.
Feng was appointed as the first Sanitary Engineering professor at the
University. In 1965 he established the San-itary Engineering Program,
which was later renamed the Environmental Engineering Program, and
served as Director until 1974. Upon his retirement in 1982, Tom was
appointed Emeritus Professor.

cee.umass.edu | Spring 2020 | The Bridge
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FACULTY RETIREMENT

Dr. Alan Lutenegger, Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, Retires from
UMass after 31 Year Career
To top off all those successes, Lutenegger has
published three far-reaching books: Lutenegger,
A.J., 2019, Soils and Geotechnology in Construction, Taylor-Francis Publishers, London; Lutenegger, A.J., 2020, In Situ Testing Techniques in
Geotechnical Engineering (in press by TaylorFrancis Publishers, London); and Lutenegger, A.J.,
2021, Design of Helical Piles and Helical Anchors (in
press by Taylor-Francis Publishers, London).

Born in Burlington, Iowa, in 1952, Lutenegger
earned his Ph.D. and M.S. in Geotechnical
Engineering, as well as his B.S. in Construction
Engineering, from Iowa State University in Ames.

Recently retired Emeritus Professor Dr. Alan J.
Lutenegger, P.E.F. ASCE of the Civil and
Environmental Engineering (CEE) Department
has established himself as a highly accomplished
academic in the field of geotechnical engineering
during his long and productive career. To begin
with, he is a Fellow of the American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE), a distinction awarded to
just three percent of the 150,000 members.
Among many other achievements, he has
generated upwards of $11,300,000 in funding as a
principal and co-principal investigator on
approximately 44 grants, he holds 10 U.S.
patents, and he has published an impressive 180
papers in academic journals.
Beyond that, Lutenegger has been the advisor
for nearly 50 graduate students at Clarkson
University (Potsdam, New York) and UMass,
he’s written 12 technical research reports, he has
given more than 60 invited lectures and oral
presentations at conference and symposium
proceedings, and he’s been invited to give four
keynote lectures. He is considered one of the
world’s leading experts on the behavior of helical
piles and anchors, which are now being used to
support wind turbines, solar panel systems,
buildings, bridges, and other structures.

Lutenegger, Joe Goldstein and Mike Malone groundbreaking Elab II.
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ing Outstanding Junior Faculty Award winner and
the 2009 Tighe Teaching Award winner in CEE.
In addition, Lutenegger has been a reviewer for
ASTM Special Technical Publications, ASCE Geotechnical Specialty Publications, the Transportation
Research Record, the Canadian Geotechnical Journal, the Geotechnical and Geological Engineering
Proceedings of the ICE: Geotechnical Engineering,
Engineering Geology, the Geotechnical Testing
Journal, and the ASTM Journal of Geotechnical &
Geoenvironmental Engineering. He has also been an
editorial board member for the ASCE Geotechnique
International Journal of Geotechnical Engineering.
Meanwhile, Lutenegger has consulted for some 25
diverse organizations, including the Federal Highway Administration, other federal and state agencies,
Iowa Geological Survey Bureau, St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, and General Motors
Corporation. He has also been an expert witness on a
number of lawsuits totaling over $20 million and has
only served on the side of the defendants.

Lutenegger hard at work in 1990.

In 1984, he was hired by Clarkson University as
an associate professor, having bypassed the usual
entry level position of assistant professor, because
of his experience. From 1984 to 1988, Lutenegger
served as an associate professor in the Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Clarkson.

Beyond his academic career, Lutenegger held
down such practical jobs as working for the Patzig
Testing Laboratories in Des Moines, Iowa, as a
geotechnical engineer from 1979 to 1982, and
operating heavy equipment such as scrapers and
crawler dozers for Jack A. Schroder Construction in
Burlington during the summers from 1970 to1975, a
job which peaked his early interest in soils and
geotechnical engineering.
In all, Professor Lutenegger has been one of the
most prolific faculty members in the long and storied history of the CEE department.

Lutenegger at Massena NY test site, 1986.

He came to the UMass CEE department in 1989
as an associate professor and was appointed a full
professor in 1995. Meanwhile, he took over as the
area coordinator of the Geotechnical Engineering
Program (1992-1997) and the site manager of the
U.S. National Geotechnical Experimentation Site
(1992-2010). Later he was appointed the CEE’s
interim department head for 1997 and 1998 and
served as department head from 2000 till 2006.
Together with Dr. Don DeGroot, who arrived at
UMass six months after Lutenegger, they built
one of the best Geotechnical Engineering programs in the country.
Among his awards and other accomplishments,
Lutenegger was a visiting scientist in 1982 at the
Geotechnical Laboratory of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in Russe, Bulgaria. Lutenegger
was also the 1991 UMass College of Engineer-

cee.umass.edu

As CEE Department Head John Tobiason explains,
“Professor Alan Lutenegger’s contributions to the CEE
department, the College of Engineering, UMass
Amherst, students, colleagues, and the profession
have been remarkable in breadth and excellence. His
teaching and research were always rooted in the practice of geotechnical engineering, leading to significant advances in helical pile and anchor construction
based on fundamental testing and experience.

Lutenegger conducting some field testing.

Tobiason adds about
Lutenegger that “His
service as CEE department
head is greatly appreciated.
I am sure Al will continue
to be an active contributor
to geotechnical engineering
as he enters post-academic
life. We thank him greatly
for his over three decades
of work on the UMass CEE
faculty and wish him the
very best for the future.”

DEPARTMENTAL RESEARCH

Environmental and Water
Resources

Group with Dr. Caitlyn Butler checking out the latest microscope
technology. Everyone ‘geeking out’ over the tardigrade spotted
in the WRRF sample.

Geotechnical

Geotechnical Engineering MS student Hossein Ganji is demonstrating
for visitors from Benthic’s Brazil Center of Excellence, Rio de Janeiro,
a new method for deter-mining the minimum and maximum index
density of offshore granular soils. The tests are part of Hossein’s MS
research thesis for which the outcomes will be used to guide design
of foundation systems for offshore wind turbines.

Structural Engineering and Mechanics
Ph.D. student Fiona O’Donnell spent the summer at
Edinburgh Napier University, working as a visiting researcher in the Centre for Wood Science and Technology.
Her work focuses on understanding and characterizing the
influence of knots on the structural properties of composite
wood products, comprised of locally grown and traditionally underutilized species. In Edinburgh, Fiona investigated
the influence of defects in Scottish Sitka Spruce, however,
while at UMass she works with Professor Sanjay Arwade
and Professor Peggi Clouston (College of Natural Sciences,
Building and Construction Technology) to investigate
Eastern Hemlock, a local and promising species for mass
timber construction in New England.

Transportation

Francis Tainter, Dr. Chengbo Ai, and Dr. Eleni Christofa out for data collection implementing radar, camera and LiDAR (right) technologies
to capture bicyclist and car interactions.
cee.umass.edu | Spring 2020 | The Bridge
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FACULTY AND STAFF RECOGNITION

PROMOTIONS

Eleni Christofa conducts research on efficient and sustainable traffic operations,
management, and safety strategies for urban multimodal
transportation systems. Her
focus is on enhancing infrastructure design and developing real-time signal control
strategies to improve person
mobility, air quality, and
safety for all users.

Eleni Christofa
Associate Professor

Eric Gonzales is interested in
the operation, management,
design, and safety of largescale multimodal transportation systems. By modeling
urban street networks and
behaviors of travelers, he
identifies ways to organize
and minimize costs as well as
optimize systems for multiple
sustainability objectives.

Eric Gonzales
Associate Professor

Chul Park’s research is on
wastewater treatment including the commercialization
of his patented process using
anaerobic side-stream reactor
treatment and anaerobic digestion to minimize sludge,
a naturally generated byproduct of biological wastewater
treatment. Sludge removal
presents a significant financial and operational challenge for treatment plants.
Chul Park
Professor
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AWARDS & FELLOWSHIPS

AY 19-20

These accomplished faculty excel as teachers, scholars, and
researchers. We are proud of the recognition they have received in their respective fields and welcome the positive
impacts of their current and future work.
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AY 19-20
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AY 19-20

CHRIS AHMADJIAN
2019 APWA Donald C. Stone Award for Excellence in Education
SANJAY ARWADE
2020 Public Engagement Faculty Fellow
SERGIO BREÑA
2019 PCI Distinguished Educator Award
CAITLYN BUTLER
2020 UMass ADVANCE Faculty Mentor Award
ELENI CHRISTOFA
2019 Greek Diaspora Fellowship funded by the Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF)
RICHARD PALMER
2020 CEE Faculty Research Award
KARA PETERMAN
Inaugural Robert B. Brack Award for Faculty Advancement
2019-2020 Sustainability Curriculum Fellowship
2020 ASCE Outstanding Faculty Award
2020 CEE Faculty Service Award
2019-2020 Lily teaching fellow
NICK TOOKER
2019 Ralph Fuhrman Medal for Outstanding Water Quality
Academic-Practice Collaboration

SOME NEW RESEARCH GRANTS

FY 19-20

Project

PIs

Sponsor

Novel and Efficient Seabed
Anchor

Sanjay
Arwade, Don
DeGroot

NSF GOALI

UMass Transportation Center
ONE Center

Michael
Knodler

MassDOT

5 Year Renewed Support for NE
Climate Science Adaptation Center

Richard
Palmer

U.S. Dept. of
the Interior

Analytical Modelling, Effect of
Grain Size Distribution on
Critical State

Ching-Sung
Chang

NSF CMMI

PFI-RP: Developing LightControlled Mixing to Advance
Energy Efficient Wastewater
Treatment by Oxygenic
Photogranules

Chul Park,
John Tobiason,
David
Schmidt,
Daehwan Rhu

NSF IIP

Assistance Progrram for Lead in
School and EECF Drinking Water

John Tobiason,
Dave Reckhow

MassDEP

AY 19-20

STUDENT AWARDS
MIMI ALKATTAN

STUDENT RECOGNITION

DEAN’S FELLOWS

2019 UMass ITE Student Service Award

ANDREW DELSANTO
Andrew joined UMass in the fall of 2019
pursuing a PhD in Civil Engineering,
specializing in Environmental Water Resources
Engineering. He has a Bachelor of Science in
both Applied Mathematics and Civil
Engineering from Roger Williams University.
Before graduate school, Andrew spent a year in
Washington D.C. working for Clark
Construction in their Project Development department, specializing
in project budgeting and client relations. He currently works with
Dr. Richard Palmer and the Northeast Climate Adaptation Science
Center estimating future floods, droughts, and streamflows using
publicly available data and future climate change scenarios for the
New England area.

SAEED GOODARZITAEME
KWANHYUCK KIM

IAN GRAHAM

2020 Berger Award
2020 Three Minute Thesis Competition Finalist
CRAIG BRINKERHOFF

2020 NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program Honorable Mention
AIKATERINI DELIALI

2019 ARTBA Future Industry Leader Spotlight Award
2019 Helene M. Overly Memorial / Ann Hershfang Memorial Scholarship
JONATHAN DEMARCO

2020 UMass Amherst 21st Century Leader Award
JIHAN ELJADIDI

2019 U.S. Army CCDC SC Future Workforce Presentation Recognition
RANA ESLAMIFARD

2019 Charlie Perrell Fellowship
JULIANNA MONTS

2020 The Rossiter Family Scholarship
BRIDGET MURPHY

2020 ASCE Outstanding Student Award
SARAH PFEIFLE

2020 Noga Award
ALYSSA RYAN

2019 HSIS Research Paper Competition Second Place Award
2019 TRB Women’s Issues in Transportation Travel Award
2019 NE ITE Thomas E. Desjardins Graduate Scholarship
2019 US Dot Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellow
2020 ASCE Legislative Fly-In Full Travel Award
2020 Lifesavers Traffic Safety Scholar
2020 Fulbright Alternate (Germany Research) U.S. Fulbright Student Program
2020 winning team NASPAA-Batten Student Simulation Competition
VARUN SRINIVASAN

2019 Ralph Fuhrman Medal for Outstanding Water Quality Academic-Practice Collaboration
FRANCIS TAINTER

2020 CUTC Student of the Year Award

SPAULDING SMITH FELLOWSHIP
CIELO SHARKUS
Cielo Angelica Sharkus is a first-generation student who
graduated from Worcester Polytechnic Institute with a
Bachelor's degree in Biochemistry. At WPI, her research
focused on combatting environmental injustice through
chemistry and community outreach. She worked on addressing water quality issues in stormwater in Fitchburg MA
through citizen science and elementary education. Her
undergraduate thesis focused on creating a fluorescent biomarker for heavy metal contamination in human lungs for
migrant workers in Switzerland. In 2019, Cielo was recognized by the National
Academy of Engineers as a Grand Challenge Scholar for her work addressing
the grand challenge of water security. Cielo is also an active leader in the National Society of Black Engineers, and has been a mentor to the hundreds of
students in the Worcester community. Cielo loves to work with students and is
passionate about diversity, equity and inclusion in STEM .

Ian Graham received a BS in Civil Engineering,
with an environmental concentration, from the
University of Notre Dame in 2013. He worked
for a consulting engineering company in Plano,
TX for five and half years, earning his professsional engineers license in 2018. He is currently a first year PhD student and his research
interest is the biological treatment of wastewater using biofilms. He works in Dr. Butler’s research group.

EMILY HENNESSY
Emily Hennessy is a professional engineer
from Monmouth County, NJ. She completed
her B.S. in civil engineering at The College of
New Jersey in 2015, where she participated in
hydrologic research. Upon graduating, she
began working as a transportation engineer at
FPA Engineers while attending Rutgers
University, where she graduated with her M.S.
in civil engineering in January 2019. Her thesis
there considered a case study of bypass road feasibility with respect
to environmental and economic impacts. As a Dean’s Fellow at the
University of Massachusetts, Emily seeks to research roadway
network flood risk and mitigation in response to climate change.
ALYSSA RYAN
Alyssa Ryan is a new Ph.D. student in
Transportation Engineering and advised by
Dr. Michael Knodler. Through her previous
undergraduate and Master’s research work,
Alyssa completed a variety of transportation
safety projects, ranging from driver distraction research in the Human Performance
Laboratory Driving Simulator to traffic data
collection using unmanned aerial systems. She has presented her
research at numerous national and international conferences, as
well publish journal articles. Alyssa’s Ph.D. dissertation will
focus on rural versus urban roadway safety with an emphasis on
locally owned roadways, where a disproportionate number of
serious crashes occur. Since this past fall, she has enjoyed working with undergraduates in the Transportation Operations &
Safety Research Team on a variety of safety research projects.

cee.umass.edu | Spring 2020 | The Bridge
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
American Society of Civil
Engineers

Associated General
Contractors

ASCE chapter students Andrew Fiore and Conor Hill at event
welcome tent.

Concrete Canoe Team

EERI Seismic Design

Concrete Canoe team members working hard
on casting day.

Seismic Design Team competing in San Diego.
Left to right: Kat Anagnostou (MIE), Alanna
Joachim, Mike Chisholm and Will Green.

Left and below:
EWB members
using a drone and
surveying in Ghana
to collect topographical data necessary
to design a gravityfed water distribution system in the
community.

Engineers Without Borders

EWB students water quality testing in Kenya.
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AGC students take a closer look at Worcester Dining Commons
as construction continues.

EWB students installing a rainwater
catchment system at the Franklin
Dining Commons. The water will
be used for the adjacent garden.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Institute of Transportation Engineers

ITE Traffic Bowl Team brings home the 2019
Northeastern Regional Traffic Bowl Grand
Prize. Left to right: Alyssa Ryan, Chris Lyman
(recent alum) and Francis Tainter.

Francis Tainter receives CUTC Student of the
Year Award.

Chris Lyman sporting
ITE’s Student Chapter
of the Year Award at
the ITE NE District
Annual Meeting.

Steel Bridge Design Team
Rana Eslamifard receives the 2019 UMass ITE
Student Service Award.

Steel Bridge Design Team students
prepping for the annual competition.

Surveying Team
2019 Annual Holiday Party co-hosted by ITE and WTS.

Women’s Transportation Seminar

Students on the Surveying Team practice their skills outside Marston Hall.

Left and upper: WTS student chapter hosted transportation seminar
guest speaker William G. Paille. The audience had an opportunity to learn
and discuss civil and transportation related projects.

cee.umass.edu | Spring 2020 | The Bridge
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHTS

Graduate Student Spotlight: Sarah Pfeifle, Environmental & Water Resources

Sarah is a second year master’s student in
the Environmental and Water Resources
Engineering program and is advised by Dr.
Richard Palmer. She received her Bachelor
of Science in environmental science from
Ithaca College in 2015, but has been able to
change her focus to engineering at UMass
and gain valuable experience in technical
skills that will enhance her career in environmental sustainability.
Sarah is a fellow of the Northeast Climate
Adaptation Science Center, one of eight
Climate Adaptation Science Centers across
the United States. This Federal organization
supports an interdisciplinary network of
researchers who specialize in working with
stakeholders to develop quality actionable

science that addresses climate change and its
implications. This organization was a large
part of Sarah’s decision to attend UMass. She
explains, “My undergraduate experience incorporated a variety of perspectives with regard
to the implementation of environmental sustainability measures, including those related
to science, communication, and policy. The
values and objectives of this group are a strong
culmination of my back-ground in environmental science and policy, and my goals to
develop ecologically-focused, effective, and
feasible solutions to environmental concerns.”
Sarah began her work in this organization on the Slowing the Flow for Climate
Resilience project, which explored green
infrastructure options for water storage in
natural systems, in order to mitigate impacts
of floods and droughts that may intensify
with climate change. She attended the Coastal Climate Resilience workshop in Boston in
October 2018 as part of this project.
Sarah’s thesis work will focus on
balancing tradeoffs between hydropower
production and environmental integrity on
the Connecticut River under a changing
climate. She works with The Nature

Conservancy to develop linear optimization
models that investigate how changes in
hydropower dam operations may impact
critical downstream habitats and species
populations. The goal of this work is to
present actionable science to stakeholders
and inform sustainable strategies for dam
management.
Sarah also participated on the organizing
committee for the North East Graduate
Student Water Symposium (NEGSWS),
which was held in September 2019. After
graduation, Sarah looks forward to beginning her career with CDM Smith as a water
resources engineer.

Hometown: Franklin, MA
Hobbies: Hiking, vegetarian cooking, skiing,
reading memoirs

Undergraduate Student Spotlight: Jonathan DeMarco
help provide communities worldwide with
clean water.

What UMass Amherst student organizations
are you involved with?
I am one of the vice presidents for Engineers
Without Borders. I work with the Kenya group
to help design and implement water-based
solutions for communities that lack safe and
efficient access to clean drinking water.
What are your plans after graduation?
I was recently accepted into the Environmental Engineering graduate program here
at UMass! I am weighing my options, but
hope to use my degree in the long-run to
17
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Are you involved in research or
experiential learning?
I recently completed an independent study with
Dr. Erin Baker, in which we applied the Gini
Coefficient to establish a new measurement
for the distribution of electricity access within
developing countries. As this research evolves,
it will hopefully be implemented to improve
electricity infrastructure around the world.
How has your experience at UMass
CEE been?
I have enjoyed every minute of my
experience at UMass CEE. I have been able
to discover so many amazing opportunities.
My study abroad experience in the south of
France stands out, where I was lucky enough
to progress in my curriculum while taking in
the diversities of other cultures. I also have
the privilege of working with the Office of
Student Affairs in Engineering, where I help
my peer engineers by spreading my

cee.umass.edu

knowledge of UMass with them, while
encouraging some to study abroad as well. I
have learned so much during my time here,
and I look forward to applying it post-graduation.
What do you value most from your UMass
experience?
I think what I value most from my UMass
experience are the relationships that I have
made here. I have made lifelong friends, and
not to mention the outstanding faculty that have
opened up opportunities each step of the way.

Hometown: Hopkinton, MA
Year: Senior, 2020 graduate
Hobbies: Travel, music, concerts, and
spending time with friends and family
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UMass Engineering Remains #1 Public in New England
Once again ranked the #1 public university engineering program in New England, UMass Amherst College of Engineering
ranks among the nation’s top public engineering programs as well. The Commonwealth’s flagship campus stands out as one of
the fastest-rising, premier public-research universities in America. According to the 2020 U.S. News & World Report Graduate
Engineering Rankings, UMass Amherst Engineering rose two slots to #56 overall and remains the #31 public in the nation.
This rise in ranking supports UMass Amherst’s reputation across the nation and the world. From the words of our News &
Media Relations in a recent post, “UMass Amherst educates more students from Massachusetts than the eight top-ranked
private national universities in Massachusetts combined.”
THAT’S REVOLUTIONARY !
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GIVING
The College of Engineering
relies upon the philanthropic support of
alumni, friends, and corporate partners to
maintain the excellence of our educational and
research programs.
Your contribution to the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering will be
put to work immediately providing
the tools our students and faculty need to change the
Commonwealth, the nation, and the world.

EWRE group enjoying some evening soccer.

For more information on ways to give, please visit
www.umass.edu/giving/.
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